


THE MATCHGIRLS 

In London, UK, during the 1880s, very poor 

women and girls worked at the Bryant and May 

match factory. They were trapped working in 

dreadful conditions for very little money, while  

all the factory owners earned huge profits.

A group of the matchgirls risked their jobs by bravely 

speaking to women’s rights campaigner, Annie Besant, 

about what it was really like to work in the factory.  

In June 1888, Annie printed their shocking stories.  

WALKED OUT ON STRIKE!  
The strike 
made 
headlines ...

During the strike the matchgirls boldly marched to 
the Houses of Parliament  
to discuss their plight.

After two weeks the factory 

realised they had no choice 

but to admit they had been 

unfair and to promise to 

change their ways. 

The public were horrified. Factory 
owners thought that if they denied 
everything nobody would listen to the 
matchgirls. This plan backfired! 

The matchgirls were considered  

so poor and unimportant that nobody  

recorded the names of the women who led the 

strike. Their brave actions blazed a trail  

for the right of all workers to work in  

safety and to be shown respect  

and fairness.

To en
sure t

hat th
e factory owners stuck to this, the matchgirls formed the largest   

     
     

     
     u

nion of women workers in the country at that time.
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